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Abstract
Whilst driving is inherently a safety‐critical task, awareness of fuel‐efficient driving techniques has
gained popularity in both the public and commercial domains. Green driving, whether motivated by
financial or environmental savings, has the potential to reduce the production of greenhouse gases
by a significant amount. This paper focusses on the interaction between the driver and their vehicle
– what type of eco‐driving information is easy to use and learn whilst not compromising safety. A
simulator study evaluated both visual and haptic eco‐driving feedback systems in the context of hill
driving. The ability of drivers to accurately follow the advice, as well as their propensity to prioritise
it over safe driving was investigated. We found that any type of eco‐driving advice improved
performance and whilst continuous real‐time visual feedback proved to be the most effective, this
modality obviously reduces attention to the forward view and increases subjective workload. On the
other hand, the haptic force system had little effect on reported workload, but was less effective
that the visual system. A compromise may be a hybrid system that adapts to drivers’ performance
on an on‐going basis.

1. Introduction
Whilst the process for gaining one’s driving licence varies widely worldwide, the underlying premise
of both professionally run training courses and the subsequent driving test, is that of safety. Safe
driving has been studied extensively and league tables are produced regularly to monitor the global
impacts of road deaths. As an example, the WHO Global status report on road safety (2013) serves
as a baseline for the Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011‐2020, declared by the UN General
Assembly. Being such a high profile concern (road accidents are one of the top ten causes of death
worldwide), and with motoring consumers having access to independent assessments of the safety
performance of vehicles via EuroNCAP, it is not surprising that vehicle manufacturers have focussed
their research and development efforts on safety systems. These safety systems range from those
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that provide advice (e.g. curve speed warning) to those that intervene in safety‐critical situations
(e.g. emergency brake assist).
Fuel efficiency ratings are also readily available and published by vehicle manufacturers. Nearly all
new car models which are type approved for sale in the European Union have to undergo standard
tests to determine their fuel consumption. However, the fuel consumption figures quoted are
obtained under specific test conditions, and therefore may not necessarily be achieved in ‘real life’
driving conditions. A range of factors may influence actual fuel consumption ‐ for example, external
temperature, vehicle load and use of auxiliary systems such as air conditioning. In addition,
individual driving style can also play an important role in fuel efficiency.
In some countries, driving instructors are encouraged to teach eco‐driving skills and some elements
are evaluated in both the theory and practical driving test. This is a sensible approach given that
studies have estimated that, independent of the vehicle and the technology on board, the driver can
have a significant impact on fuel efficiency. van der Voort (2001), for example, cites potential fuel‐
savings in passenger cars in the region of 10‐15%, when fuel‐efficient driving styles are practised.
These savings can be achieved without impacting on travel times (Barth and Boriboonsomsin 2009;
Beusen et al. 2009). For the commercial sector, savings can be even higher and thus dedicated
training courses for truck drivers have been developed and evaluated. Some studies have
demonstrated positive long‐term effects (Symmons, Rose, and Doorn, 2008), whilst others have
reported that drivers eventually return to their old driving patterns (Beusen et al. 2009).
The automotive market has responded to consumers’ interest in greener driving by producing
vehicles which have in‐built eco‐driving systems, providing advice to drivers and feedback on their
fuel efficiency. In addition, stand‐alone or “nomadic devices” are also available on the market, as are
various smartphone applications. Examples include DriveGain (http://drivegain.com) which is an
application using GPS data to monitor driver behaviour and provide advice on optimal driving and
greenMeter (http://hunter.pairsite.com/greenmeter) which provides in‐trip advice for eco‐driving.
The advantage that eco‐driving systems have over the training courses described above is that they
are ever‐present; support is always at the driver’s fingertips if they require it. These eco‐driving
support systems vary in many ways, including how they source their input data and how the
information is relayed to the driver. This paper focusses on the latter point – how best to present
eco‐driving advice to the driver such that it is easy to follow and has minimal impact on other
aspects of driving.
Numerous studies have reported positive effects of a range of eco‐driving systems on drivers’ fuel
efficiency. For example, Rakauskas, et al., (2010) evaluated a number of visual eco‐driving support
displays. The displays conveyed a range of information such as average fuel efficiency and
instantaneous acceleration and all were successful in reducing fuel consumption in the short term
(as was simply asking the driver to drive more fuel efficiently). Instantaneous (continuous)
acceleration information was found to be the most effective, although the impact of such
continuous visual information on drivers’ glance patterns and hence distraction was not evaluated.
Whilst visual displays have their advantages (e.g. the information can be “ignored” if necessary,
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Mollenhauer et al., 1994), the concern that increasing amounts of visual information may
compromise driver safety has led to developments in other modalities for both safety and eco‐
driving applications. Haptic feedback (via the accelerator or brake) for collision avoidance (Lee et al.,
2007), headway (Mulder et al., 2008), speed (Adell, Varhelyi and Hjalmdahl, 2008), and lane
departure (Deroo, Hoc and Mars, 2012) have received attention. More recently, Birrell, Young and
Weldon, (2013) evaluated the effects of a haptic accelerator pedal on driving performance and
perceived workload and found positive changes to driver behaviour compared to a baseline
condition. Subjective workload also decreased when driving with the haptic pedal leading to the
conclusion that this modality was useful in this context as it does not encroach on other attentional
resource pools that are used in driving (i.e. mainly visual). The study reported here extends the
previous work on haptic feedback by including a direct comparison with visual feedback (as well as a
baseline condition). Importantly, the efficacy of the systems is evaluated in the context of both fuel
efficiency and safety.
In addition to a direct comparison between modality types, this study examines the concept of skill
acquisition – do different modalities increase the pace of learning eco‐driving skills? Skill acquisition,
such as learning a new language, playing a musical instrument or learning to drive a car, requires the
performer to move between several stages. In the first stage, coined the cognitive stage by Fitts and
Posner (1967), users are exposed to and commit to memory the facts relevant to the skill. This
declarative (knowledge) stage is then followed by the associative stage whereby the knowledge is
transformed into a procedural form, such that the user “knows how” to perform a task. Finally,
following repetitions of the task, an autonomous stage is reached whereby the procedure can be
undertaken without conscious thought.
Experimental psychologists, as far back as the late nineteenth century (e.g. James, 1890) recognise
the role played by automaticity in skilled performance and it features in theories of manual control
(Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977). Automaticity allows performers to execute a task efficiently,
unintentionally and unconsciously. The automatic behaviours are stimulus‐driven, requiring limited
or no controlled response (Trick et al., 2004). Moving from a controlled response, which requires
access to declarative knowledge, to automaticity reduces effort and attentional demand (Logan,
1988). Some components of driving are a good example of this process; gear changing is considered
to be an automated task (Baddeley, 2006; Michon, 1985). For a novice driver, gear changing is
slower than for expert drivers (Duncan, Williams and Brown, 1991) and becomes automated after
sufficient practice. Even after such practice, however, Shinar, Meir and Ben‐Shoham, (1998) report
that there is still a cognitive cost in the process of changing gear manually. Using verbal report
methodology, Renge (1980) found that novice drivers were more likely to comment on operational
issues such as changing gear, steering or applying the brakes. On the other hand, experienced
drivers referred to features deemed vital for safe driving, such as lead cars and pedestrians.
The rate of learning of eco‐driving skills during experience with an eco‐driving system is an
important factor to consider when designing such a system. This will allow the delivery of
information to be tailored to optimise learning, and also will allow identification of the point in time
at which it is appropriate to reduce or remove the guidance to prevent the presentation of
3

redundaant in‐vehiclee informatio
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too freq
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visual),



which modaality is the mo
ost easily leaarnt and



whether theere are any unwanted
u
(saafety) side‐efffects

2. Metthod
A driving simulator study was designed
d
to present rep
peatable, highly‐controlleed motorway driving
os, thus allowing a conssistent testinng environm
ment for the eco‐drivingg systems. Hills were
scenario
selected
d as a suitable test case as they are a common roadway
r
eve
ent in which manipulatio
on of the
acceleraator pedal haas the potenttial to save f uel.
The stud
dy used the University off Leeds Driviing Simulator, see Figure
e 1. The simuulator’s vehiccle cab is
based around a 200
05 Jaguar S‐‐type, with aall of its driver controlss fully operaational. The vehicle’s
internal Control Areea Network (CAN) is us ed to transm
mit driver co
ontrol inform
mation betw
ween the
Jaguar aand one of th
he network of
o nine Linuxx‐based PCs that
t
manage
e the overall simulation. This ‘cab
control’ PC receives data over Etthernet and transmits it to the ‘vehicle dynamicss’ PC, which runs the
del returns ddata via cab
b control to command ffeedback so that the
vehicle model. The vehicle mod
driver seeated in thee cab feels (ssteering torqque and brakke pedal), se
ees (dashboaard instrume
entation)
and heaars sounds like in norm
mal driving (880W 4.1 sou
und system provides auudio cues off engine,
transmisssion and environmentall noise).

Figure 1: University off Leeds Drivingg Simulator annd haptic pedal design

The Jaguar is houseed within a 4m diametter, sphericaal projection
n dome. Six visual chan
nnels are
mes per second and at a resolution of
o 1024x768. The forwardd channels provide
p
a
rendered at 60 fram
near seaamless field of view of 250°,
2
and thee rear view channel
c
(40°) is viewed tthrough the vehicle's
rear and
d side view mirrors.
m
The simulator inncorporates a large amp
plitude, eigh t degree of freedom
motion system usingg a railed gantry and eleectrically‐drivven hexapod
d. The motio n‐base enha
ances the
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fidelity of the simulator by providing realistic inertial forces to the driver during acceleration and
cornering.
The existing accelerator pedal was replaced with a haptic accelerator pedal which is physically linked
to a servo motor mounted on the dynamic platform, (Figure 1). By controlling the motor torque and
position via a Baldor Mint Drive, pedal feedback up to 200N can be commanded. A modifiable
“glass” dashboard instrument cluster arrangement was visualised via two 7.5” 800x480 colour LCD
monitors built into the existing simulator cab. This dashboard allowed the presentation of the
various eco‐driving advice. Driver behaviour (vehicle controls) and vehicle data (position, speed,
accelerations, etc.) are collected at a rate of 60Hz. Eye‐tracking data were collected using a Seeing
Machines faceLAB v5.0 to establish gaze direction.
A within‐subjects design was selected in which each participant drove once with each eco‐driving
system and once without a system (Total = four drives). Participants used only one type of system
during each 25 minute drive. The potential influence of experimental duration on learning effects
was minimized by counterbalancing the order in which participants experienced the four drives.

2.1

Driving scenarios and tasks

The study was conducted on a simulated two‐lane motorway (speed limit 70mph or 112 km/h).
Drivers were required to drive up and down a number of hills of the same length and gradient (4%).
Traffic density on the hills was manipulated as being either low (800 vehicles/per lane/per hour) or
high (1600 vehicles/per lane/per hour). Drivers were required to adjust their use of the accelerator
pedal in order to ascend and descend these hills in the ‘greenest’, most fuel efficient way. The eco‐
driving systems presented advice to guide the driver to these pedal angles, see Section 2.2. All hills
were comprised of four sections, each containing 3 x 252m ‘tiles’ (building blocks of the simulated
road network and environment). Between the hills, 252m curved filler sections were used. The hill
scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Hill‐driving scenario (Colours represent required accelerator pedal action)
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The drivers’ task was to drive as fuel efficiently as possible, meanwhile obeying the speed limit of the
road and driving safely. They were informed that steady driving is key to fuel efficient driving and
that they should focus on economical maintenance of the requested speed, and not the selection of
a fuel‐efficient speed itself. This was to avoid large between‐participant variation in the selection of
the most fuel‐efficient speed. During each of the three drives with an eco‐driving system, advice
was provided on accelerator pedal usage, which the drivers were asked to follow. If followed
effectively, the eco‐driving guidance would enable the driver to maintain a constant speed over both
the uphill and downhill sections. This follows one of the golden rules of eco‐driving: to maintain as
constant a speed as possible. Participants were incentivised to engage with the system using the
offer of an additional reward for the best‐performing ‘eco‐driver’. In the baseline drive, participants
were required to judge how to drive fuel efficiently without guidance.

2.2

Eco‐driving systems

The eco‐driving systems provided guidance on how to achieve optimal fuel efficiency through
accelerator pedal usage. The systems were based on an underlying eco‐driving algorithm, which
defined a “correct” pedal position for optimal fuel efficiency given the current vehicle speed, road
gradient and required final speed (set to the speed limit of the road). The advice was therefore
designed to guide a driver from their current performance to a more ‘optimal’ level of eco‐driving
performance. The system was not able to adjust its guidance based on the volume and position of
the ambient traffic, and therefore it was the decision of the driver whether to obey the eco‐driving
guidance if it advised them to perform in a way which might compromise their safety e.g. to
accelerate when following a lead vehicle moving slower than the speed limit. The eco‐driving
systems were switched on and off with a multi‐functional control stalk attached to the steering
wheel. The drivers were informed when to engage and disengage the system via a recorded message
– “Please turn the ecodriving system on/off” – and were requested not to use this control at any
other time.

2.2.1 Visual eco‐driving system
The visual eco‐driving system used Gonder, Earleywine and Sparks’ (2011) principle of a colour‐
coded “OEM dashboard display” and was inspired by the Nissan EcoPedal as described by
Meschtscherjakov et al. (2009). A foot symbol positioned on a moving accelerator pedal and
displayed in the tachometer was used to present eco‐driving information (Figure 3). Depending on
how fuel‐efficient the driver was performing, the foot symbol altered colour.
Insufficient accelerator pedal
pressure

Appropriate accelerator pedal
pressure

Excessive accelerator pedal
pressure

Figure 3: Visual eco‐driving system
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A green foot indicated that the driver was driving at (or close to) the most fuel‐efficient accelerator
pedal angle (target angle). A blue foot symbolised insufficient acceleration and therefore a need to
increase pressure on the accelerator pedal to achieve the target angle. A red foot symbolised the
opposite case – excessive acceleration – and a need to decrease pressure on the accelerator pedal to
improve fuel efficiency. These three colours represented the midpoint and the extremes of an eco‐
driving success scale. The colour of the foot Gouraud‐blended between the three options over a 5%
range, such that a pedal error of +6% would produce a pure red foot symbol.
This visual display also provided second‐order information in the form of the current and required
accelerator pedal position. A solid line was displayed to show current pedal position and a dotted
line to show required pedal position. The foot/accelerator pedal combination move in the display,
similar to the motion of an accelerator pedal in reality. This information shows the driver both the
direction and relative distance of travel required to improve and ultimately optimise their eco‐
driving performance. The eco‐driving task is accomplished by matching the position of the grey
‘current position’ line with the dashed ‘desired’ position line. This will cause the foot symbol to
remain green in colour.

2.2.2 Haptic eco‐driving systems
The haptic feedback systems were based on Mulder et al.’s (2008) force and stiffness feedback. Both
haptic feedback systems operate using the same underlying algorithm as the visual dashboard
displays and therefore are continuously advising on a fuel efficient accelerator pedal position.
However, this information is presented to the driver differently between these two systems.
In the force feedback condition, a significant extra force (40N) was required by the driver to further
increase accelerator pedal travel beyond that prescribed by the algorithm to be the most fuel
efficient. The precise accelerator pedal angle (kneepoint) at which this extra force was applied varied
depending on whether the driver was currently accelerating, decelerating or maintaining their
speed. This kneepoint was introduced to guide the driver towards the ‘ideal’ accelerator pedal angle.
In the stiffness feedback condition, the guide kneepoint was produced by a distinct change in pedal
stiffness, rather than a step force for drivers to overcome. The gradient of the pedal force vs. pedal
travel line changed from the standard stiffness of 0.2N per percent pedal travel to 2.9N per percent
pedal travel. In both cases, the above pedal manipulations were designed to alert the driver at the
moment of excessive acceleration. These two systems were also capable of informing the drivers
that insufficient pressure was being applied to accelerator whereby the pedal becomes less resistant
in in those circumstances were fuel efficiency can be improved by increasing pedal force.

2.3

Hypotheses

The road network was specifically designed to answer two research questions.
i.
Learning: Do drivers learn to eco‐drive at different rates depending on the type of system?
Three hills with 4% gradient were presented to the driver in each drive. This research question was
answered by investigating how objective driving performance changed across these three
occurrences of the same type of hill.
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ii.
Prioritisation: Do drivers prioritise safety over eco‐driving?
After an initial period of driving up and down three hills with low density ambient traffic, three hills
were presented with high density ambient traffic. The increase in the volume of vehicles was
designed to prevent the driver being able to successfully achieve the eco‐driving task without
reducing their safety. A comparison of safety measures between the high and low density traffic
sections was performed to answer this research question.

2.4

Participants

22 drivers took part, balanced for gender, age, driving experience and annual mileage (Table 1).
Table 1: Participant sample characteristics
Male (n=10)

Female (n=12)

Mean

SD

Max.

Min.

Mean

SD

Max.

Min.

Age (years)

34

11

59

22

40

15

67

22

Experience (years)

15

10

31

6

23

14

50

3

Annual mileage (mi)

11700

5900

25000

6500

7150

3650

15000

3000

Questionnaires were completed after each drive to provide an indication of the workload involved in
driving economically (with or without an eco‐driving system).

2.5

Data collection

Driving performance data were analysed from the hill regions of the road network only. Each hill was
divided into four sections for data collection (as shown in Figure 2). This allowed performance to be
analysed not only for the entire hill drive, but also for each section of the hill (accelerate ascent,
decelerate ascent, decelerate descent, accelerate descent).
The primary variable used to determine the accuracy of eco‐driving performance was root mean
squared pedal error, which is used to indicate the extent to which participants managed to achieve
the ideal ‘green’ accelerator position throughout the ascent and descent of the hill. Successful eco‐
driving performance was defined as being the absence of an error between the accelerator pedal
angle required for fuel efficient performance (the target angle based on the eco‐driving guidance)
and the accelerator pedal angle selected by the driver. Large mean discrepancies between these two
values qualified as poor eco‐driving whilst minimising this error terms qualified as good (or
successful) eco‐driving. In addition, in order to assess the propensity of drivers to move their gaze
away from the roadway in order to attend to secondary tasks (including the eco‐driving interface),
eye‐tracking data were processed to obtain Percent Road Centre (PRC). PRC was defined as the
proportion of gaze data points, labelled as fixations, which fell within the road centre area, a 6°
circular region located around the driver’s most frequent fixation location. (This most frequent
fixation location was measured during the baseline drive and used for data extraction across all
drives). PRC has previously been demonstrated to be a sensitive indicator of visual distraction
(Victor, Harbluk and Engström, 2005) with lower values indicating less attention focused towards the
8

visual demand of driving. The NASA‐TLX, multi‐dimensional workload scale was administered
immediately after each of the four drives (no system, visual, force and stiffness) to obtain an
estimate of driver workload during each drive and hence an indication of the workload associated
with use of a particular system. The tool has been demonstrated to be simple to use and with good
sensitivity to experimental manipulations in the simulator environment (Hart, 2006).

3. Results
The data included in the analysis did not violate assumptions of parametric testing, thus repeated
measures ANOVAs were performed. The independent measures were: System (four levels: baseline,
visual, haptic force, haptic stiffness), Repeat (three levels: first, second, third drive) and Section (four
levels: road sections A‐D). In the analysis in Section 3.2 (prioritisation of safety over eco‐driving) an
additional variable of Traffic Density (two levels: low, high) was included. Only performance in the
low density was considered in Section 3.1 (Learning) as drivers were unconstrained by the
surrounding traffic. In all cases, where Mauchly’s test of sphericity produced a significant result, the
Greenhouse‐Geisser correction was applied. For each analysis, a series of Bonferroni‐corrected
pairwise comparisons was undertaken to establish simple effects.

3.1

Learning varies with System type

A significant main effect of System on mean pedal error was observed, [F(3,63) = 16.529, p < .001, η2
= .440]. Post‐hoc tests indicated that mean error was significantly higher in the baseline condition
compared to all three systems. In addition, pedal errors were significantly lower when using the
visual interface compared to either haptic interface.
The main effect of Repeat did not reach significance, suggesting that there was no improvement in
eco‐driving performance over time. Furthermore, the interaction of System x Repeat was also not
significant, suggesting that none of the systems nor the baseline condition produced a reduction in
mean pedal error across the three hills considered, Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Root mean sq
quared pedal error by Repeeat
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or the entire duration off Sections A and B, they are required to removee their foot from
f
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S
D
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erator and thherefore are
e less likely to perceive the guidancce to re‐
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S
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Figure 5: Root mean sq
quared pedal by hill Sectionn
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Figure 6: Percent road
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With reggards drivingg performan
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Figure 8: Percent road
d centre by Sysstem and Trafffic Density
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different secttions of each
h hill.
With reggards to longgitudinal con
ntrol of the vvehicle, mean headway provides
p
an indication of drivers’
relative priorities off successful eco‐driving
e
aand maintain
ning safety. In the low ddensity traffic, it was
he required speed (thus adhere to
o the eco‐drriving advice
e) whilst
largely possible to maintain th
keeping a safe follo
owing distan
nce. In contrrast, during high densityy traffic, it w
was only po
ossible to
h
durring the drive. The
adhere to the eco‐‐driving adviice by acceppting a shorrter mean headway
analysis of the variables above
e (root meann squared pedal
p
error and
a PRC) su ggested that drivers
neglecteed the eco‐d
driving task to preserve their safetyy. However, the findingss for mean headway
showed that driver priorities
p
were not as sim
mple as that. There was a significant main effect of Traffic
w participaants driving closer to
Density on mean heeadway, [F(1,10) = 27.38 5, p = .001, η2 = .733], with
their leaad vehicle on
n average du
uring the highh density traaffic compare
ed to the low
w density tra
affic. This
would suggest that although driivers are lesss able to perrform the ecco‐driving tassk successfully in the
ongested con
nditions, they are willingg to approach
h the vehicle
e in front moore closely – perhaps
more co
to obey the eco‐drivving advice more accuraately or to avoid braking
g. The same result was observed
o
minimum heaadway was analysed, w
with significantly shorter minimum ddistance to the lead
when m
vehicle d
during high density
d
traffiic compared to low denssity traffic.
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Whilst tthere was no
n main efffect of Systeem, a significant System x Traffic Density intteraction
indicated that only in high denssity traffic ddid drivers fo
ollow the vehicle in fronnt significanttly closer
t
when d riving without an eco‐driving system
m.
when ussing the visuaal interface than

Figure 9: Mean headw
way by System and Traffic D
Density

3.3

W
Workload

The NASA‐TLX workload scale is sub‐dividded into sixx subscales. The ratingss provided for each
pared betwe
een levels oof System ussing non‐parametric Frieedman’s ANO
OVA and
subscalee were comp
Wilcoxon Signed Rank post‐hoc tests. The aalpha value used
u
to test for significaance was adjjusted to
mber of postt‐hoc tests pperformed (α
α = .0083). The
T ratings ffor the six NASA‐TLX
N
account for the num
subscalees were summed to provvide a ‘total w
workload’ score for each participant.
o System wa
as observed, x2(3) = 26.5
564, p < .001. Post‐hoc teesting revealed lower
A significant effect of
overall w
workload with the haptiic‐force systeem compare
ed to all other conditionns. The visua
al display
was rateed as creatiing greater overall workkload than either
e
baseline driving oor a haptic stiffness
interfacee (Figure 10
0). This sugge
ests that thee total perce
eived worklo
oad demandd when eco‐d
driving is
substanttially reduceed by the pre
esence of a nnon‐visual syystem. Whilsst the visual display provvides the
most un
nequivocal guidance
g
regarding the ddriver’s succcess in the eco‐driving
e
t ask, this benefit can
create an additional information
n processing load that can be perceivved negativelly by the drivver.
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Figure 100: Median totaal workload sccore by System
m (errors barss display range)

4. Con
nclusions
This pap
per has pressented the work
w
from a driving sim
mulator studyy which inveestigated the
e rate of
learningg of eco‐driviing and the relative
r
prio ritisation of driver safetyy and fuel effficient drivin
ng, when
using th
hree in‐vehiccle eco‐driving systems. These syste
ems were designed to eenable the driver to
achieve optimal fueel efficiencyy through thhe provision
n of advice about acceelerator pedal angle.
Through
h investigatio
on of root mean
m
squaredd pedal error, it has been shown thaat eco‐drivin
ng can be
improveed by providing such advice.
In termss of which type of eco‐d
driving systeem is most effective,
e
there are twoo considerations. The
error beetween desirred pedal an
ngle for econnomical driviing and the angle selecteed by the drriver was
lower w
with the visu
ual than eith
her haptic syystem. However, a steady accelerattor pedal po
osition is
always a useful indicator of fuel efficient drriving. For th
his measure, it was obseerved that th
he haptic
force system led to driving with the most coonsistent accelerator pedal position . The haptic stiffness
does not appear to provvide guidancce that allow
ws this system
m to compeete with the visual or
system d
haptic fo
orce interfacces when these variable s are consid
dered. Verbal feedback ffrom the parrticipants
would suggest that while less in
nvasive than the haptic force
f
system
m, the haptic stiffness sysstem can
often leead to situattions in whicch the driveer is not sure whether they
t
are adoopting the most
m
fuel
efficientt pedal anglee, and therefore needs tto move the
eir foot for confirmation
c
. This would
d suggest
that thee haptic forrce system has
h greater utility for providing
p
un
nequivocal eeco‐driving guidance
g
regardin
ng efficient accelerator
a
pedal
p
positioon. In additio
on, as in other studies w
which have evaluated
e
haptic feeedback, thee physical prroperties andd algorithmss need carefful consideraation if accep
ptance is
to be maaximised (Ad
dell et al.,200
08; Meschtsccherjakov et al., 2009).
The resu
ults above sh
hould not be
e used to seleect a system
m without con
nsultation off a measure of driver
safety, iin this case PRC. Whilst good eco‐ddriving perfo
ormance would be expeected with th
he visual
display d
due to the ease
e
of view
wing and ext racting the information,, it should bbe noted tha
at drivers
engagingg with this system
s
looke
ed significanttly less to th
he road ahea
ad than whe n using either haptic
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pedal interface. This likely means that drivers are more distracted from the primary driving task
when using the visual eco‐driving system and thus there are potentially greater negative impacts on
driver safety in those cases where a safety‐critical event happens in the driver’s forward view. Visual
distraction has been found to lead to increases in lateral deviation and also a tendency in drivers to
decrease pressure on the accelerator (Merat and Jamson, 2008; Engstrom, Johansson and Ostlund,
2005). The lifting of the accelerator pedal when looking at the visual system could encourage a
“chicken and egg” scenario where drivers are locked into a vicious circle of fluctuating pedal
pressure. Encouragingly, there was evidence to suggest that drivers look at the road ahead for
longer when using a haptic eco‐driving interface than no interface, perhaps due to a reduced need
to consult the speed and rev displays on the vehicle dashboard. Kircher, Fors and Ahlstrom (2014)
recommend that intermittent visual eco‐driving information is recommended over continuous
information as it leads to shorter dwell times. However, even though a haptic solution might be the
preferred option in the context of gaze direction, the additional cognitive distraction that such a
system might impose on a driver (drivers may be thinking about the haptic system whilst looking at
the road ahead) was not evaluated in this study. Even though in this study drivers reported less
workload when using the haptic advice, other studies have reported greater gaze concentration
towards the road centre (Engström, Johansson, and Östlund, 2005; Recarte and Nunes, 2003) under
cognitive distraction. More importantly, reaction time to events which occur in the forward scene
has been found to increase.
Overall, repetition had little effect on drivers’ ability to follow the eco‐driving guidance. There was
no improvement in pedal error across three repetitions of an identical hill‐driving scenario. This was
true regardless of the type of eco‐driving system considered. This result implies that drivers are not
able to improve their eco‐driving performance over just three repetitions of a scenario in which eco‐
driving guidance is provided. It could also be that further improvement was not possible (the error
values were less than 4%); alternatively, it could be that providing repetitive guidance leads drivers
to ignore the eco‐driving advice or assume that they can perform effectively without it. This
application of acquired knowledge and the apparent neglect of eco‐driving information over time
may argue for the provision of eco‐driving guidance during the learning phase of an eco‐driving task,
which then fades away or increases in specificity as an individual becomes adept at eco‐driving. This
could avoid potentially annoying the driver with feedback that has little use to them, whilst keeping
them motivated to be a ‘good eco‐driver’. A system that reintroduces eco‐driving support upon
detection of deterioration in performance may also capture a driver’s attention more effectively for
both the eco‐driving information and the task. Wada et al. (2011) argue that the long term success
of eco‐driving displays relies partly on ensuring that the system adapts to drivers’ skills. These
authors argue that factors such as boredom and low motivation may lead to reduced use of eco
driving displays by drivers, but that matching the skill required for interacting with the system with
that of drivers ensures the long term use of the display.
Drivers displayed poorer adherence to eco‐driving advice (observed as large pedal errors) when
driving in high density traffic. This suggests that when the demand and safety‐criticality of the
driving task increases, drivers choose to pay less attention to the need to save fuel. The fact that this
has been observed in a simulated environment may mean that the prioritisation of driver safety is
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even more emphatic during real‐world driving. If drivers prioritise safety over eco‐driving, it would
be expected that the time spent looking at the road centre not only increases with increasing traffic
density, but perhaps also increases to a larger extent when interacting with a visual eco‐driving
system. Both of these predictions were observed in this study, with the increase in time spent
looking at the road centre between the high and low density conditions almost twice as large for the
visual interface compared to the two haptic interfaces. This would suggest that not only do drivers
increase their focus on safe driving during times of high demand, but also that they are aware to
some extent that the visual display causes high distraction, and therefore they need to re‐direct
their visual attention to a greater extent than when using a haptic interface. This is encouraging
because it implies that if a visual eco‐driving system is installed in their vehicle, drivers may be able
to manage their interaction with it to maintain their safety. Similar results regarding drivers’ ability
to self‐regulate their workload were found by Kircher et al. (2014); their results suggest that when
the visual demand of the traffic situation was low, drivers looked at a display more quickly, more
often and for a longer time than when the visual demand was higher. They argue that this is a strong
indication that drivers consider the traffic situation before they glance at a display. However, driving
events can unfold at a very rapid rate and if attending to a display disrupts normally glance patterns,
safety could be compromised. However, a cautionary note should be added regarding visual displays
that offer intermittent advice. This bottom‐up (stimulus‐driven) capture of attention has been
reported in numerous laboratory studies and is hypothesised to be a “hard‐wired” reaction in order
to be able to response quickly to new objects entering the visual field (Yantis & Hillstrom, 1994).
The subjective feedback on workload experienced during the use of each eco‐driving system tends
to favour the haptic force system, with particularly poor ratings given for the visual interface. The
workload ratings from the NASA‐TLX showed that the visual display created highest mental demand,
physical demand, temporal demand, effort and frustration. Interestingly, despite the evidence of
better objective performance (indexed by root mean squared pedal error) with the visual system,
when compared with the two haptic systems, participants rated their overall performance lower
with the visual system. This is encouraging as it suggests that the provision of haptic pedal guidance
does not add unnecessary load to the driver. The haptic force system tended to achieve better
ratings than the haptic stiffness system. The drivers appear to be unaware of the extent to which
this more subtle eco‐driving system was improving their fuel efficiency. A system that provides
guidance through the same modality as normal driving (i.e. through the accelerator pedal) is perhaps
deemed more intuitive.
In summary, drivers require assistance to successfully modulate accelerator usage to optimise their
fuel‐efficiency. The provision of constant guidance on ‘green’ accelerator pedal position is an
effective method for improving a driver’s eco‐driving performance. The availability of continuous
feedforward information allowed drivers to not only minimise their error relative to optimum eco‐
driving performance, but also to decrease the variation in their performance. Guidance provided by
a visual display on the dashboard was the most effective for minimising the difference between
desired and achieved accelerator pedal position. This unambiguous presentation modality is easily
understood and responded to. However, there is substantial evidence that this modality creates
increased distraction from the primary driving task, thus highlighting a potential risk from visual only
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presentation. Furthermore, perceived workload ratings suggest that interacting with the visual
display can be difficult, even though it produces high levels of eco‐driving performance.
A haptic force system was most effective for minimising accelerator pedal position variation during
an eco‐driving task. Drivers found the unequivocal guidance regarding optimum pedal position to be
a useful cue in managing their eco‐driving performance. The haptic stiffness system guidance
appears to be too subtle to minimise errors to the extent possible with the two competing systems.
Both haptic displays fared well in terms of perceived workload. The observation of lower workload
relative to those situations when the driver attempts to improve their fuel efficiency without
guidance highlights the impressive impact of this modality on driving performance. The best
compromise might be to develop an eco‐driving system that provides both visual and haptic force
guidance. The redundant information presentation method might act to reduce visual distraction by
the dashboard display, whilst offering the clarity and comprehensibility of the two most effective
means of communicating eco‐driving information.
With regards to learning, there is little evidence to suggest that a driver’s interaction with the
accelerator pedal can be significantly improved (with three instances of the same eco‐driving
scenario). This would support the provision of continuous information; given the potential for
distraction, it might be preferable to provide continuous eco‐driving guidance, but only during a
range of carefully selected ‘eco‐driving scenarios’ i.e. those where substantial improvements in fuel
economy are possible. Alternatively an eco‐driving system that is supported by a workload manager
(see e.g. Hibberd, Jamson, and Carsten, 2013) which regulates when non‐critical information is
presented to a driver, dependent on driver workload, may warrant further investigation.
Finally, drivers showed poor adherence to the eco‐driving advice during high traffic density driving.
In high workload scenarios, drivers appear to be prioritising safe driving over fuel efficient
performance. An eco‐driving system could vary the presentation of advice such that it does not
present unnecessary and potentially distracting information to the driver when they are unlikely to
engage with it. It would be necessary to do a more extensive examination of those driving scenarios
in which driver and passenger safety is likely to be prioritised over adherence to eco‐driving
information. This recommendation holds true for each of the three eco‐driving displays tested.
However, it is more pertinent with the visual display, where drivers have shown a more marked
increase in time spent looking at the road during the transition from low to high workload driving,
which is indicative of a greater neglect of the eco‐driving information. The discovery that drivers
tend to direct their gaze towards the road more during high density traffic than low density traffic
implies that they are able to take some responsibility for their own distraction. This is encouraging
given those situations where only visual presentation of eco‐driving feedforward guidance is
possible (i.e. no haptic provision).
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